Letter Writing

To be able to write a thank you letter to your Aunt/Uncle.

Success Criteria Checklist

- Write the sender’s details on the top right corner
- Write the date below the sender’s address
- Correctly address the recipient
- Write full sentences with the correct punctuation
- Use paragraphs
- Correctly sign off
Prefixes Un- and Dis-

• A prefix is a word part that is added to the beginning of a root word.

• A prefix changes the meaning of a word.

• Some prefixes have the same meaning.

The prefixes un- and dis- mean **not**

Carolyn does not like writing stories. \(\rightarrow\) Carolyn dislikes writing stories.

The park is not safe at night. \(\rightarrow\) The park is unsafe at night

Write a single word with the prefix un- or dis- to complete each sentence.

1) My brother _________________ with my friend James.  
   (does not agree)

2) The answer to your question is _________________.
   (not known)

3) Bethany’s red couch is incredibly _________________.
   (not comfortable)

4) My teacher told me not to be _________________.
   (not honest)

5) Babies will become _________________ when they are hungry or tired.
   (not happy)

6) I thought I saw her jacket but it seems to have _________________.
   (not appear)

7) His name is very unique, and people often _________________ it.
   (not pronounce)
Synonyms are Fun

Find the synonym of the highlighted word from the word box.

mistakes  broad  bright  blank  jump
brag  exhausted  careful  dangerous  copied

1. I left an answer box (empty) ________________________ on my science test.

2. The football player has very (wide) ____________ shoulders.

3. The monkey at the zoo (mitated) ________________________ my actions.

4. Leah was extremely (cautious) ________________________ while carrying the vase.

5. I made many spelling (errors) ________________________ in my English essay.
6. Nell likes to (boast) ________________________ about being great a tennis player.
7. I am (tired) ________________________ from karate class.
8. To get to the other side, you must (leap) _________ on rocks.
9. My new necklace has a (shiny) ________________________ red gemstone.
10. It's (risky) ________________________ to cross in the middle of the street.